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Financial Beacon

If the “deferred” 
stage of your 
tax-deferred 
retirement 
account has 
ended or will 
be ending 

soon, you’re probably learning about 
required minimum distributions 
(RMDs). In most cases, shortly after 
you reach 70 1/2 years of age, you 
must begin taking distributions from 
qualified retirement plans such as a 
401(k) or an IRA. If you don’t take 
the minimum distribution the IRS 
requires, you could pay a penalty of 
50% of the amount you should have 
withdrawn.

If you’ll be withdrawing at least the 
RMD amount each year to pay for 
living expenses, this isn’t an issue for 
you. You’ll pay your regular income 

tax rate on the distributed funds 
(unless they’re from a Roth IRA).

However, if you have sufficient 
income from other sources, consider 
these options for putting your RMD 
money to good use:

Buy life insurance
Even up to age 80, you may be eligible 
to purchase a single premium whole 
life (SPWL) policy. As the name 
implies, you make one payment to 
purchase a death benefit that will 
be passed to the beneficiary. One 
advantage of an SPWL policy—as 
with any Knights of Columbus life 
insurance policy—is that the benefit 
will be paid tax-free to the beneficiary 
without being subject to the probate 
process. Also, as a whole life (also 
called “permanent” life) policy, 
cash value begins accumulating 
immediately. You can withdraw  

some of the accumulating cash value 
in certain circumstances, among other 
options.

Donate IRA funds to charity 
(tax-free for 2013 distributions)
If you donate funds from an IRA 
to a qualified charity in 2013, the 
donation is tax-free up to $100,000. 
This provision was set to expire in 
2011, but it’s been extended through 
2013—no guarantee it will continue 
beyond that, however. Generally, 
the distribution must be transferred 
directly from your IRA to the  
qualified charity.

If you have questions about life 
insurance, IRAs and RMD options, 
please get in touch with me. ✦

This is not intended as legal or tax advice. Please 
see a qualified attorney or accountant to be sure 
you are properly managing your required minimum 
distributions.

FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS

TO FORTUNE 1000.
In 1882, protecting Catholic families
was at the forefront of Father
Michael J. McGivney’s thinking
when he founded the Knights of
Columbus. Today, his vision carries
us to a place on the Fortune 1000 list.

While the times have changed, our mission to
keep Catholic families safe never will.
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The insurance industry term “rider” 
refers to a provision added to a 
policy that alters the policy. The 
provision has no power or effect on 
its own, it simply “rides” along with 
the policy. When you’re buying life 
insurance, you should know about the 
available riders, because they can add 
significant value and flexibility to your 
benefits. 

Some riders require additional 
premium and others don’t. Also, some 
riders must be added at the time you 
purchase the policy, while others can 
be added later.

Here are some basic types of riders:

Guaranteed Purchase Option 
(GPO)
This gives you the option to purchase 
additional amounts of life insurance 
at pre-determined points in your life, 
whether or not you’ve developed a 
health condition that would otherwise 
make you ineligible for the additional 
coverage. 

For example, if you buy a policy 
with a GPO rider at age 27, you 
would have the guaranteed option to 
purchase additional coverage at ages 
28, 31, 34, 37, and 40. The premium 
would be based on your age at the 
time you purchase the additional 
coverage, rather than the age at which 
you originally bought the policy.

Spouse’s Contract’s  
Waiver of Premium
If you and your spouse purchase 
certain types of permanent life 
insurance at the same time and meet 
certain requirements, this valuable 
rider can be included at no cost to 
you. Under this rider, when one 
spouse dies, the premiums for the 
other spouse’s policy are waived for a 
time, usually until the policy’s contract 
date nearest age 65 for the surviving 
spouse.

Payor Death and Disability
Life insurance purchased for a child 
is usually owned by a parent, the 
“payor,” who pays the premium.  

This rider keeps the coverage in force 
without premium payments should 
the payor die or become permanently 
disabled before the child reaches 25, 
or before the policy is paid up. At 25, 
the child has the option to assume 
ownership of the policy, and premium 
payments would resume.

Income Protection Rider
Typically, a life insurance death 
benefit payout is a lump sum 
payment. This rider gives you the 
option to add a monthly payment to 
the beneficiary for a set amount of 
time, in addition to the lump-sum 
payout. Inflation protection options 
are also offered.

Terminal Illness Accelerated 
Death Benefit
This rider allows an insured person 
who has been certified as terminally  
ill with a life expectancy of less than 
12 months to be paid a portion of  
the policy’s death benefit. 

Chronic Illness Accelerated 
Death Benefit
An insured person who lives in a 
nursing home due to a chronic illness 
can use a portion of the death benefit 
funds to pay for long-term care costs. 
This rider isn’t intended to replace 
long-term care insurance. It could, 
however, help pay the difference if a 
long-term care policy benefit doesn’t 
cover the total cost of the care. ✦ 

Details of these riders are based on Knights of 
Columbus insurance policies. This article summarizes 
the riders but does not include all the details, options, 
or limitations. I’d be glad to answer your questions 
about these or other life insurance riders.  

A  M E S S AG E 
from your agent

Life insurance basics:  
What are ‘riders’?

Dear Brother Knight:
Your lifestyle and standard 
of living has probably been 
significantly affected, for good 
or bad, by financial decisions 
made by your parents and their 
parents. What effect do you think 
your decisions about insurance 
and other financial matters will 
have on your children, their 
children, and beyond?

Part of my professional 
role is asking people to think 
about the financial ripples their 
decisions could create through 
generations to come. 

I’m not trying to lay the 
burden of future generations 
on your shoulders, and I’m not 
suggesting your goal must be to 
leave great wealth to your heirs. 
What I want to help you do is 
establish a pattern of sound 
decisions about your money. 
This not only gives you the best 
chance of preserving your wealth 
and passing it on, it shows your 
children how to do the same 
for their children. What a great 
lesson to instill.

Even a long-term strategy can 
start with a simple conversation, 
so let’s get together for a quick, 
free needs analysis sometime 
soon. It can be the first link in  
a long chain of good decisions.

Fraternally yours,

Three mistakes to avoid  
when naming a beneficiary
 At the moment you fill in the name 
of a beneficiary while completing an 
application for a life insurance policy, 
an IRA, etc., you might be making the 
correct choice. A common problem, 
however, is that this choice doesn’t 
remain correct. Circumstances change, 
and sometimes beneficiaries should 
change, too.

When was the last time you reviewed 
the beneficiaries you’ve named? If you 
haven’t done this within the last year or 
two, do it soon and avoid these three 
common mistakes:

➊ Naming your estate as a 
beneficiary without addressing  
it in your will
Naming your estate as a beneficiary can 
delay distribution of the proceeds from 
a life insurance policy or other asset—
perhaps for years—and it can subject 
that money to probate fees, among 
other complications.

Keep in mind that naming a specific 
person as a beneficiary gives you better 
control over who gets the money, how 
much and how quickly. Resolution 
of your estate can be delayed by any 
number of issues, whereas properly 
naming a beneficiary takes the asset 
outside of probate.

➋ Naming a  
minor outright  
as beneficiary
If you directly name 
a minor as your 
beneficiary without 
either setting up a trust, 
naming a guardian 
or making another 
arrangement through 
your will, the money 
can end up under the 
control of someone 
appointed by a court. This can  
result in costs and complications  
you don’t intend.

Also, consider whether you want 
the beneficiary to have full access to 
the funds immediately upon reaching 
adulthood. Imagine an 18-year-old 
being handed a six-figure check. How 
long do you think that money would 
last and what would your beneficiary 
have to show for it?

Establishing a trust allows you to 
name the trust as beneficiary for a 
minor. You can set up the trust so  
the money is prudently distributed.

➌ Not updating beneficiaries  
after major life changes
Countless legal battles are being  

waged right now over assets in dispute 
because of an outdated or unwisely 
chosen beneficiary.

Marriages, divorces, deaths, births 
and other major events can change who 
should be named as beneficiaries. It’s 
easy to see how a detail like this could 
be passed over during an eventful time 
in your life. But remember that the 
purpose of naming a beneficiary is to 
clarify your intentions so they can be 
carried out fairly and quickly during  
a difficult time for your loved ones.

If you haven’t reviewed beneficiaries 
for your life insurance policies, 
retirement accounts, or other assets, 
I’m here to help you take care of  
this promptly and professionally. ✦

D. Todd Minard
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YOUR AGENT

D. Todd Minard, PGK, FICF
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PHONE: (708) 955-2362
FAX: (760) 284-7257

EMAIL: todd.minard@kofc.org

Contact me today for information on long-term care insurance.

Family benefits & services
Knights of Columbus insurance consistently ranks at 
the top of the industry in financial stability and ethics. 
Please call to discuss these services:

•  Financial needs analysis

•  Life insurance

•  Tax deferred fixed-rate annuities

•  Long-term care insurance

•  Retirement account rollovers

•  Estate preservation

•  Scholarships

•  Family fraternal benefits
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